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This invention relates generally to appa 
ratuses for pumping deep wells, and specifically 
to apparatuses for supporting sucker rod lines 
to reduce the strain thereon incident to the weight 

5 thereof, friction and inertia. 
It is a common practice, particularly in pump 

ing oil wells, to lower a long line of tubing from 
the surface of the ground to a point below the 
level of the oil in the well and to reciprocate -a 

y10 plunger Within and near the bottom of the tubing 
by means of a long line of sucker rods extending 
through the tubing and motivated by a pumping 
unit at the upper end. During normal operation 
the line of tubing remains filled with oil from top 

15 to bottom. On the upward stroke of the plunger 
and sucker rod line the entire column of oil is 
lifted a few feet, the weight of all this oil being 
carried, bythe plunger and sucker rod line. A 
downward return stroke is then made to pick up 

20 another charge of oil. 
This method of pumping wells is not without 

serious objections which _become more and more 
obnoxious the deeper the well. It is obvious that 
both rods and tubing suffer extension due to their 

25 own weight, and that in addition to this dead load 
' stretch there is a live load or pumping stretch 
since the weight of the oil in the tubing is carried 
alternately by the sucker rods on the'up stroke 
and by the tubing on the down stroke. It is well 

30 known that further stretching of the sucker rods 
arises from friction and from inertia of the mov 
ing mass. Those practiced in this art are fa 
miliar with other objectionable phenomena such 
as over-travel and pounding of the plunger and 

35 whipping of the sucker rods. The undesirable re 
sult of the foregoing is that a very great strain is 
placed on the sucker rods and it is not uncommon 

_ for them to break, thereby incurring a great ex 
pense and loss of time. ’ ' 

40 Since these diñìculties present one of the fore 
most problems in pumping deep wells, many at 
tempts have been made to develop apparatuses 
which will effectively relieve the strains in sucker 
rods _during operation. This is usually done byv 
so disposing springs along the sucker rod and 
tubing lines that part of the Weight of the sucker 
rod line is supported by the springs and thereby 
transferred to the tubing. However, such springs. 
to be effective, must be large and unwieldy and 

»50 are not easily assembled in the limited space in 
the well. 

It is the primary object of this invention to pro 
vide a new and improved means for relieving the 
weight of a long line of sucker rods, incident to 

55 deep well pumping, to reduce the strain, prevent 

the resultant trouble, and permit the pumping‘of 
wells deeper than can be pumped at the present 
time. ~ 

It is a specific object of this invention to pro 
vide a means to relieve such strains by utilizing 5 
the hydrostatic pressure of the iluid in the tubing 
-to exert an upward force on the sucker rod line 
at an intermediate point or points. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be apparent throughout the detailed descrip- 10 
tion. . _ . ‘ 

In the accompanying drawings, wherein, for 
the purpose of illustration, is shown a preferred 
embodiment of the means which carry out the 
objects of this invention, 15 

Fig.` 1 is a vertical fragmentary sectional view 
of the apparatus inserted into a sucker rod line 
at a predetermined point within the tubing. 
Fig. 2 is an enlarged sectionalview of a portion 

of the stuñing box disposed between the hollow 20 
rod and the tubing. » 

Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic layout of the device. 
Figs. 4 and 4a, to be considered as one iigure, is 

a vertical fragmentarysectional view showing a 
plurality of boosters inserted into the sucker rod 25 
line at predetermined points within the tubing. 
While it is to be understood that' the scope of 

my invention includes quite dissimilar apparatus, 
all within the scope of the hereinafter appearing 
claims, I will now explain my invention by refer- 30 
ence to the particular embodiment of the means, 
diagrammatically shown in Fig. 3. At every ' 
point within the oil filled line of tubing 3|, the oil 
exerts a hydrostatic pressure. I attach means 
to the sucker rod line (here the hollow piston 8) 35 
at any point along the length thereof, or at a’ 
.multiplicity ofsuch points, in_such a way that 
the said hydrostatic pressure is exerted upwardly 
on said means, thereby supporting or boosting the - 
sucker rod line. Furthermore, ̀ I provide sealing 40 
means (here the stufilng box 2|) to prevent the 
hydrostatic pressure from also acting downward 
ly on the piston 8 to annul the boosting force. I 
then permit the fluid below these means to ñow 
freely past the means to the portion of the tubing 45 
line above the means (here by way of ports Il, 
hollow piston 8, hollow rod 30, and ports I8). 

Referring now to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, I w'lll de 
scribe the preferred embodiment of the» appa--l 
ratus illustrated by way of example. One sec- 50 
tion of the. usual oil string tubing is shown at 
I and another _section at 'I. The section I is 
threaded at its upper end into a coupling 2 which 
in turn is joined to a section of tubing 3 which 
may or may not be of diameter larger than I. 55 _ 
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the coupling I0. 

2 
This tubing 3 joins a coupling II attached to the 
lower end of the working barrel 5. The cou 
pling 6 joins thesaid working barrel 5 to the up 
per tubing section 'I whose diameter is greater 
than that of the working barrel 5. The inside 
surface of the working barrel 5 is carefully 
reamed to provide a suitable bearing surface for 
the piston 8. 
The hollow piston 8 comprises a cylindrical 

sleeve 9 threaded internally at each end to the 
couplings Ill above and II below. The upper 
coupling has central bore and is threaded to ac 
commodate the lower end of the hollow rod I2. 
The lower coupling II tapers to a smaller diam 
eter at its lower end where it carries- a female 
thread to engage the standard male thread of 
the uppermost end I3 of the lower string of 
sucker rods. The sleeve 9 is finished on its out 
er surface to give an oil tight sliding fit between 
it and the working barrel 5. 'I‘he lower coupling 
II has a number of perforations I4 whereby the 
inside of the piston 8 communicates with the oil 
space I5 in the lower tubing 3. 
A coupling I6 joins the upper end of the hollow 

rod I2 to the lowermost end I 'I of the upper 
string of sucker rods. Perforations I8 in the 
coupling I6 provide a passageway from the inside 
of the hollow rod I2 to an oil space I9 in the 
upper tubing 1. The hollow rod I2 is finished 
on the outside to slide with an oil tight fit onv 
the inside surface of a stuñing box about to be 
described. The stufling box consists of a tube 
20 threaded at its lower end to engage the upper 
threaded end of the stuiñng bex proper 2I. The 
stufflng box 2| has an annular outside shoulder 
22 which seats against the upper end of the 
working barrel 5. Packing rings 23 and spacers 
24 seal the stufling box to the working barrel and 
are retained on the stumng box assembly by an 
annular ring 25 threaded to the lower end of the 
stuillng box 2l. The working barrel 5 has open 
ings 26 communicating with the space outside 
of the working barrel and tubing. A spring 21 
may be placed around the hollow rod I2 above 
the tube 20 to act as a buffer should the lower 
shoulder of the coupling I 6 descend very near 
the upper end of the tube 20. 

It will be readily understood that reciproca 
tion of the pump plunger is effected by oper 
ation of the string of sucker rods in a manner 
well understood in this art. The operation of 
the booster will now be described: _Throughout 
the operation of the booster, oil stands in the 
space I5 between 4sucker rod and tubing, in the 
piston 8, in the hollow rod I2 and in space I9. 
The annular space 28, between the working bar 
rel 5 and the hollow rod I2, however, communi 
_cates by means of openings 26 with the space 
33 between the tubing 3| and the side 32 of the 
well. Against the under side 29 of the coupling 
I 0 acts a pressure due to the hydrostatic head 
of the whole column of oil up to the top of the 
well. This pressure exerts an upward force on 
the piston which is not balanced by the lower 
well pressure acting downwardly on the top of 

The pump piston carries the 
weight of the column of fluid and anything in 
terposed in the sucker rod line, such that the 
effective hydrostatic pressure on it (taken by it 
self and without the pump piston) is in an> up 
ward direction, will act as a booster. The ob 
vious effect of my structure is that the downward 
stroke of the sucker rod will be to displace sleeve 
9 and coupling I0 against the hydrostatic head 
of the oil. The eiîect of this displacement will 

2,039,621 
be to give an upward thrust and thus relieve 
some of the lifting stresses in the sucker rod. 
’I'he aforesaid upwardly exerted force is imparted 
by sleeve 9 and coupling II to the lower string 
of sucker rods, thus relieving the upper string of 
a portion of the weight of the lower string. In 
other words, the pressure on the upper surface 
of the pump piston is partly balanced by the 
pressure on the lower surface of the coupling II. 

l Without the apparatus disclosed herein, the pres 
sure on the upper surface of the pump piston 
is not even partly balanced. It is also readily 
seen that when it is desired to remove the appa 
ratus from the tubing the reciprocating parts 
may be raised until the upper face of the cou 
pling I0 engages the lower face of the ring'25 
whereupon the entire stuiiing box assembly may 
be lifted out of the well along with the sucker 
rods. The booster may later be returned to oper 
ating position by reversing this process. 
Figures 4 andA 4a, to be considered as one figure, 

shows a plurality of my boosters for use in deep 
er wells, in which it would be economically ex 
pedient to use more than one booster, as shown 
in Figure 1. The primary booster, shown in Fig 
ure 4, is identical in-every detail with the device 
shown in Figure 1, and is placed relatively near 
the working piston of the oil well pump. The 
secondary booster, as shown in Figure 4a, is sub 
stantially ‘identical with that shown in Figure 4. 
The secondary booster is placed relatively up 
ward in the tubing from the primary booster, 
the usual sucker rod 34 connecting the primary 
and secondary booster so that they may work 
in conjunction. The operation of both of the 
boosters shown in Figures 4 and 4a is identical 
with the booster shown in Figure 1, but the ef 
fect of having a plurality of boosters interposed 
in the sucker rod line at predetermined points 

’ is to relieve still further the lifting stresses in 
the sucker rod and to increase the eifectiveness 
of myinvention, especially in deep wells which 
heretofore have been too deep to pump success 
fully without a great deal of difficulty. 
From the above, it is obvious that any num 

ber of my boosters may be interposed in the suck 
er rod line of a well-pump, the optimum num 
ber of boosters depending solely on the depth of 
the well. ' 

It Will be apparent in view of the foregoing 
that I have provided a new and useful means 
for overcoming serious disadvantages in the 
present methods of pumping deep wells, where 
by the strains incident thereto are greatly re 
lieved, whipping and pounding of sucker rods 
are minimized and deeper wells can be, success 
fully pumped. Various changes in shape, size, 
and arrangement of parts may be made in the 
particular embodiment of my invention herein 
shown and described, without departing from 
the spirit of the invention or the scope of the 
claims. ‘ 

I claim: . ` 

I1. In well pumping apparatus. the combination 
of a line of- tubing', a line of sucker rods in said 
tubing, means reciprocable by said sucker rod 
line to pump ñuid upwardly through said tubing, 
and a plurality of supporting means connected 
to said sucker rod line in spaced vertical tan 
dem, each of said supporting means comprising a 
hollow piston and a. hollow rod connected to and 
above said piston, sealing means between the 
tubing and said rod, said rod communicating with 
_the interior of said tubing only at a point above 
said sealing means, and said piston communicat 
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ing only with the interior of said rod and with 
the interior of said tubing below said piston, said 
tubing communicating with the well at a point 
between said piston and said sealing means, said 
sucker rod line with said supporting means being 
removable upwardly through said tubing without 
_disturbing the position of said tubing in the well. 

2. In well pumping apparatus, the combination 
of a line of tubing, a lineof sucker rods in said’ 
tubing, means reciprocable by said sucker rod line 
to pump fluid upwardly through said tubing, and l 
a plurality of supporting means connected to 
said sucker rod line in spaced vertical tandem, 
each of said supporting means comprising a hol 
low piston and a hollow rod connected to and ' 
above said piston, sealing means between the 
tubing and said rod, said rod communicating with 
the interior of said tubing only at a point above 
said sealing means, and said piston communicat 
ing only with the interior of said rod and with 
the interior of said tubing below said piston, 
said sucker rod line with said supporting means 
being removable upwardly through said tubing 
without disturbing the position-of said tubing in 
the well. . ' 

3. In well pumping apparatus, the combination 
of a line of tubing, a line of sucker rods in said 
tubing, means reciprocable by said sucker rod 
line to pump ñuid upwardly through said tubing, 
and a plurality of supporting means connected to 
said sucker rod line in spaced Vertical tandem, 
each of said supporting means comprising a 
hollow piston and a hollow rod connected to and 
above said piston, sealing means between the 
tubing and said rod, said rod communicating with 
the interior of said tubing only at a point above 
said sealing means, and said piston communicat 
ing only with the interior of said rod and with 
the interior of said tubing below said piston. 

4. In well pumping apparatus, the combination 
-of a line of tubing, a line of sucker rods in said 
tubing, means reciprocable by said sucker rod line 
to pump ñuid upwardly through said tubing, and 
a supporting means connected to said sucker rod 
line and comprising a hollow piston and a hollow 
rod connected -to and above said piston, sealing 
means between the tubing and said rod, said rod 
communicating with the interior of said tubing 
only at a point above said sealing means, and said 
piston communicating only with the interior of 
said rod and >with the interior of said tubing below _ 
said piston, said tubing communicating with the 
well at a point between said piston and said seal 
ing means, said sucker rod line with said support 
ing means being removable upwardly through 

' 3 

said tubing without disturbing the position of said 
tubing in the well. ` 

5. In well pumping apparatus, the combination 
of a line of tubing, a line of sucker rods in said 
tubing, means reciprocable by said sucker rod line 
to pump fluid upwardly through said tubing,l and 
a supporting means connected to said sucker rod 
line and comprising a hollow piston and a hollow 
rod connected to and above said piston, sealing 
means between the tubing and said rod, said rod 
communicating with the interior of said tubing 
only at a point above said sealing means, and said 
piston communicating only with the interior of 
said rod and with the interior of said tubing 
below said piston. 

6. In well pumping apparatus, the combina 
tion of a line of tubing, a line of sucker rods in 
said tubing, means reciprocable by said sucker 
rod line to pump iluid upwardly through ysaid 
tubing, a piston in said tubing and connected to 
said sucker rod line, said tubing having an open 
ing to permit communication between the well 
and the interior of said tubing above said piston, 
means to seal the space between said tubing and 
said suckerrod line above said opening to pre 
vent thefluid in said tubing from exerting a 
downward pressure on said piston, and means to 
cause the fluid in said tubing to exert an up 
ward pressure on said piston to reduce the stress 
on said sucker rod line. 

7. In well pumping apparatus, the combination 
of a line of tubing, a line of sucker rods in said 
tubing, means reciprocable by said sucker rod 
line to pump iluid upwardly through said tubing, 
a piston in said tubing and connected to said 
>sucker rod line, stuffing box means to seal the 
space between said tubing and said sucker rod 
line at a point above the path of said piston to 
prevent the fluid in said tubing from exerting a 
downward pressure on said piston, rand means to 
cause the ñuid in'said tubing to exert an upward 
pressure on said piston to reduce the stress on 
said sucker rod line. > 

8. In well pumping apparatus, the combination 
of a line of tubing, a line of sucker rods in said 
tubing, means reciprocable by said sucker rod 
line to pump fluid upwardly through said tubing, 
a plurality of pistons in said tubing and connectedl 
to said sucker rod line, and'a plurality of means 
to prevent the fluidin said tubing from exerting 
a downward pressure on said pistons and to cause ' 
the iiuid in said tubing to exert an upward pres 
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sure on said pistons to reduce the stress on said 
sucker rod line. A 
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